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ABSTRACT 
As the world progressed and life evolved to be more complicated, 
the necessity for specialized knowledge, training, experience, and 
services also became more indispensable. The demand was 
obvious. The supply, correspondingly, needed to catch up. So, 
Congress created administrative agencies, and the doctrines of 
primary jurisdiction and exhaustion of administrative remedies 
were given life by the Supreme Court. At the same time, the Court 
also recognized exceptions to these doctrines. The author identifies 
thirty-three (33) exceptions, with the latest one decided in 2019. 
The creation of this huge number of exceptions carries with it 
consequences that cannot be lightly overlooked. The discussion 
starts by revisiting the history, developments and judicial trends in 
the context of regulation; then introduces the rise of the 
administrative branch which is now popularly called the “fourth 
branch” of the government. It is submitted that the Court is going 
down the slippery slope of instability, implicitly negating itself and 
making its commitment to the trend merely imaginary. Various 
institutional and legal effects of repeatedly adding exceptions to 
these doctrines are then investigated, which include the following: 
sacrificing the benefits behind the doctrines, inconsistency and 
unpredictability of judicial decisions, weakening the value of case 
precedents, addition of burden to the courts’ decision-making 
process, undermining the agencies’ authority, weakening the rule of 
law, and preventing the agencies’ arbitrary actions. With the major 
consideration of their underlying purposes and to lessen the 
adverse impacts, this Paper finally frames a 3-step test for courts to 
better address these problems. The analysis intends to reach simple, 
clear, consistent, and predictable results. This process of evaluation 
gives way to the application of each doctrine to enter the realms of 
judicial scrutiny that is practical, logical and tailored to fit the 
peculiarities of our administrative system.  
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OUTLINE 
This Paper is divided into seven (7) parts.  
Part I provides an introductory navigation to the Philippine 
political and economic philosophy in the context of eras of 
regulation. It starts with the concept of laissez faire and ends with a 
conclusion of the prevailing scheme of governmental intervention.  
Part II introduces the now reasonably regarded as the “fourth 
branch” of the government. It discusses the significance, creation, 
growth, and problems associated with the rise of administrative 
agencies on the plane of governance. 
Part III presents the main principles and subject matter of this 
Paper, the twin doctrines of primary jurisdiction and exhaustion of 
administrative remedies. It examines their nature, foundation, 
objectives, and analyses in their application.  
Part IV lays down the benefits – practical and theoretical – that are 
promoted by the twin doctrines, particularly focusing on the 
aspects of economy as well as institutional development. 
Part V takes a look at the court-created exceptions and their 
justifications; and compares this with the exceptions in the 
American jurisdiction. Ultimately, after the examination, a question 
is raised as to which really is primary in terms of jurisdiction.  
Part VI endeavors to uncover the “side effects” of the weakened 
doctrines. Starting with the impact of sacrificing their benefits, 
various institutional and legal impacts created by these exceptions 
are inspected. 
Finally, Part VII offers a proposal as to how the courts should 
construe and apply the doctrines and their exceptions, if any. The 
author suggests a 3-step analysis.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

“If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.”  
– Bert Lance1 

 
More than ever, administrative agencies today serve a crucial role in 

regulating persons, natural or juridical. From the conventional sectors of 
agriculture, labor, education, health, and transportation, to the more modern 
fields of trade, commerce, economics, intellectual properties, navigation, and 
telecommunications, the need for more laws becomes well-nigh. Laws, as a 
consequence, also become more intricate and more difficult to construe and 
apply, as more diverse cases are also decided. Legal disputes may touch on 
aspects that are not even present before. But these complexities of contemporary 
life that sit behind the pretty face of societal developments are inevitable for the 
progress of the nation.  

To realize holistic governance, the implementation, regulation and 
adjudication concerning matters beyond the reach of the traditional arms of the 
State can only be done by that part of the government which is specialized in 
understanding these aspects and validly designated by the people through 
Congress. Administrative agencies are created to fill in the gaps and inadequacies 
of legislative and judicial branches of the State.2 Their specialized competence 
address the details of delegated legislation. The volume and intricacy of 
adjudication within their spheres are greater than that expected from the courts.3  

As a necessary product of the delegation of the greater powers to 
administrative agencies, the twin doctrines of primary jurisdiction and exhaustion 
of administrative remedies were born. Our Supreme Court recognized the need 
for the creation of these bodies and took cognizance of the move to vest 
jurisdiction in them to settle disputes properly falling within their field of 
expertise.4 

 
1 Thomas Bertram “Bert” Lance, as quoted in Nation's Business, US Chamber of Commerce, May 1977.  
2 Salvador Carlota, Philippine Administrative Rulemaking and Adjudication in the Twentieth Century: Issues, 

Trends, and Perspectives, 1 Grandeur: Lectures Delivered on the Occasion of the Centennial of the University of the 
Philippines, College of Law (Dante B. Gatmaytan, ed.) 71, 88-89 (2013). 

3 Rush Limbaugh, The Growth and Effect of Administrative Agencies and Regulations, 40 COM. L.J. 144 (1935). 
See Lee Loevinger, The Administrative Agency as a Paradigm of Government: A Survey of the Administrative Process, 40 IND. 
L.J. 287 (1965). See also Carlota, supra note 2.  

4 Arturo Balbastro, Administrative Law and Administrative Procedure, 68 PHIL. L.J. 124 (1993). See also 
Pangasinan Transportation Co., Inc. v. Public Service Commission [hereinafter “Pangasinan Transportation”], G.R. 
No. 47065, 70 Phil. 221, June 26, 1940; Calalang v. Williams, G.R. No. 47800, 70 Phil. 726, Dec. 2, 1940.   
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However, in our jurisdiction, because of the formation of numerous 
exceptions, the two court-created doctrines have been weakened, and have 
become complex and confusing to interpret and apply. As their force has become 
diluted, these rules beg for examination and guidance for the benefit of all 
stakeholders.  

The author submits that, regardless of the changes in the administrative 
landscape, uniformity and predictability of decisions should be targeted. This 
could be achieved through the applications of the doctrines. Judicial and 
administrative economy and efficiency are augmented by consistent, predictable 
and stable court decisions.  
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I. ERA OF REGULATION: THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC PHILOSOPHY 
OF THE PHILIPPINE ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM 

 
 “Laissez-faire was not only a counsel of caution which statesmen would 

do well to heed. It was a categorical imperative which statesmen, as well as judges, 
must obey.”5 This was the description made by U.S. Supreme Court Justice 
Benjamin Cardozo on the then-prevailing political and economic ideology of 
laissez-faire.  It is a system of thought wherein transactions of private persons, 
natural or juridical, are free from any government control or intervention. All the 
branches of the American government conformed to this principle for a long 
time. Until the administration of President Franklin Roosevelt, the laissez-faire 
concept resulted in the contraction of the realm where the entry of government 
to private interests and properties was permitted.6 By 1943, the United States was 
reconciled to laissez-faire having lost its dominance in the system of governance.7  

In the local setting, the principle of non-interference of the government 
never found full acceptance in the Philippine jurisdiction.8 It was even held that 
“the ghost of the laissez-faire concept no longer stalk[ed] the juridical stage.”9 The 
Philippine Supreme Court, in the leading case of Rubi v. Provincial Board of 
Mindoro,10 declared for the first time that: “[t]he doctrines of laissez faire and of 
unrestricted freedom of the individual, as axioms of economics and political 
theory, are of the past […] The courts unfortunately have sometimes seemed to 
trail after the other two branches of the Government in this progressive 
march.”11  

What is more, Edu v. Ericta12 enunciated that no less than the 1935 
Constitution continued this approach. To some extent, the modern policy has 
given way to the government’s assumption of the right of encroachment mainly 
in contractual relations affected with public interest.13 The Supreme Court said: 
“[T]o erase any doubts, the Constitutional Convention saw to it that the concept 

 
5 BENJAMIN CARDOZO, THE NATURE OF JUDICIAL PROCESS 77 (1921). 
6 ROBERT JACKSON, THE STRUGGLE FOR JUDICIAL SUPREMACY: A STUDY OF A CRISIS IN AMERICAN 

POWER POLITICS 74 (1941).  
7 West Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette, 319 US 624.  
8 Agricultural Credit v. Confederation of Unions in Government Corp. & Offices, G.R. Nos. L-21484 

and L-23605, 141 Phil. 334, Nov. 29, 1969.  
9 Id., as cited in Alfanta v. Noe, G.R. No. L-32362, 152 Phil. 458, Sept. 19, 1973.  
10 G.R. No. 14078, 39 Phil. 660, Mar. 7, 1919.  
11 Id.   
12 Hereinafter “Edu,” G.R. No. L-32096, 146 Phil. 469, Oct. 24, 1970.  
13 Ang Tibay v. Court of Industrial Relations, G.R. No. 46496, 69 Phil. 635, Feb. 27, 1940. 
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of laissez-faire was rejected. It entrusted to our government the responsibility of coping with 
social and economic problems with the commensurate power of control over economic affairs.”14   

The constitutional philosophy, more purposely the economic aspect of it, 
is then said to be antithetical to the laissez-faire concept.15 The subsequent 
fundamental laws of the land – the 1973 and 1987 Constitutions – likewise 
adopted the same philosophy on governance.16 Indeed, the trend is to accede to 
and implement the principle of State’s intrusion to the affairs even of private 
persons. The very existence of government renders imperative the power to 
restrain, allow, or control the individual to some extent, dependent on the 
particular needs of the class of the public attempted to be benefited.17 This 
results, albeit indirectly, in the creation, development, and strengthening of the 
powers of government agencies in charge of the execution of public policies that 
affect the wealth and progress of nation. 

The government, originally, had but few functions because there were 
only a few activities to regulate and control.18 But as modern life had become 
more complex, the subjects of government regulations increased 
correspondingly. In turn, consistent with the said policy of state interference to 
the individual members of society, this caused a multiplication of government 
functions which require an immense expansion of public administration.19 The 
legislature then felt the necessity to create more and more administrative bodies, 
boards, agencies, or tribunals specialized in the specific fields assigned to them 
and to which the legislative and judicial branches of the government were found 
not to be equipped for their effective and efficient administration. These agencies 
are now not unrealistically considered as the “fourth branch” of the government, 
to be explored more in Part II of this Paper.   

At the same time, the High Court has in many instances20 extended its seal 
of approval to the formation of these agencies and the accompanying delegation 
of powers to them. It has long been recognized that the administration of laws 
requires an exercise of discretion21 and that in a society replete with ever-

 
14 Id. (Emphasis supplied.) 
15 Philippine Virginia Tobacco Administration v. Court of Industrial Relations, G.R. No. L-32052, 160 

Phil. 431, July 25, 1975, citing Alalayan v. Nat’l Power Corporation, L-24396, 24 SCRA 172, July 29, 1968.   
16 Association of Philippine Coconut Desiccators v. Philippine Coconut Authority, G.R. No. 110526, 

349 Phil. 782-805, Feb. 10, 1998, citing Edu and Antamok Goldfields Mining Co. v. Court of Industrial Relations, 
G.R. No. 46892, 70 Phil. 340, June 28, 1940. 

17 See Rubi v. Provincial Board of Mindoro, G.R. No. 14078, 39 Phil. 660, Mar. 7, 1919.  
18 HECTOR DE LEON, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW: TEXT AND CASES 10 (2010).  
19 See Calalang v. Williams, G.R. No. 47800, 70 Phil. 726, Dec. 2, 1940.  
20 Since its decision in Compañia General de Tabacos de Filipinas vs. Board of Public Utility 

Commissioners (34 Phil. 136).  
21 J. W. Hampton, Jr. & Co. v. United States, 276 U.S. 394, 406 (1928). 
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changing and more technical quandaries, the legislature simply cannot do its 
mandated duty absent an ability to delegate power under general directives.22 The 
Court sustained this recognition when it said that there has been a growing 
tendency towards the delegation of powers by the legislative branch and the 
corresponding approval by courts of such practice.23  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
22 Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 361, 372 (1989); See also Sunshine Anthracite Coal Co. v. Adkins, 

310 U.S. 381, 398 (1940) which states “delegation by Congress has long been recognized as necessary in order 
that the exertion of legislative power does not become a futility.” 

23 Pangasinan Transportation, 70 Phil. 221, June 26, 1940. See, e.g., Provincial Bus Operators Association 
of the Philippines v. DOLE, G.R. No. 202275, 872 SCRA 50, 87, July 17, 2018; MMDA v. Viron Transportation 
Co., Inc., G.R. Nos. 170656 and 170657, 557 Phil. 121, Aug. 15, 2007; Tablarin v. Gutierrez, G.R. No. 78164, 
236 Phil. 768, July 31, 1987; Int’l Hardwood & Veneer Co. v. Pangil Federation of Labor, G.R. No. 47178, 70 
Phil. 602, Nov. 25, 1940.  
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II. THE “FOURTH DEPARTMENT”: NOT EXCLUSIVELY EXECUTIVE 
 
Corollary to the system of our government is the principle of separation 

of powers which states that government is divided into three (3) departments or 
branches: Executive, Legislative and Judicial Departments. This is embodied in 
our Constitution through the division of its Articles.24 

But through the passage of time and as society becomes more 
economically demanding, more administrative bodies were also created to help 
the society regulate its ramified activities. Governmental powers, functions, 
duties, and responsibilities assigned to them also increased. And as discussed in 
Part I, delegation of powers, at this day and age, seems to be commonplace. Such 
a departure from the traditional concentration of powers in the legislative, 
executive and judicial branches of the government is justified by “expediency, or 
the need of the government to respond swiftly and competently to the pressing 
problems of the modern world.”25 This is precisely the reason why administrative 
agencies are dubbed as the fourth department of the government, as the Court 
declared in Solid Homes, Inc. v. Payawal:26  

Specialized in the particular fields assigned to [administrative bodies], 
they can deal with the problems thereof with more expertise and 
dispatch than can be expected from the legislature or the courts of 
justice. This is the reason for the increasing vesture of quasi-legislative 
and quasi-judicial powers in what is now not unreasonably called the 
fourth department of the government.27  

Problems of government control were brought about by the rapid and 
radical innovations in technology, economic practices, transportation, and 
communication. These have made traditional techniques of legislation and 
adjudication in our system of governance appear short and inadequate. To 
address these concerns, administrative bodies started to appear in our systems, 
as revealed by Lee Loevinger in his paper, The Administrative Agency as a Paradigm 
of Government: A Survey of the Administrative Process:28  

To cope with the proliferating and protean nature of [contemporary] 
problems new government agencies have been established – with a 

 
24 See 1987 CONSTITUTION (Art. VI is Legislative Department, Art. VII is Executive Department, and 

Art VIII is Judicial Department.)  
25 C.T. Torres Enterprises, Inc. v. Hibionada, G.R. No. 80916, 269 Phil. 280, Nov. 9, 1990.  
26 G.R. No. 84811, 257 Phil. 914, Aug. 29, 1989.   
27 Id. (Emphasis supplied.)  
28 Lee Loevinger, The Administrative Agency as a Paradigm of Government: A Survey of the Administrative Process, 

40 IND. L.J. 287 (1965), available at https://www.repository.law.indiana.edu/ilj/vol40/iss3/1. 
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combination of legislative and adjudicatory functions and the power to 
make both general rules and specific orders. These are the institutions 
which we now call “administrative agencies.” 

These agencies have grown to considerable numbers in recent 
years, and today it is not even clear that there is any well-defined class of 
“administrative agencies.”29 

Verily, these administrative agencies exercise executive, quasi-legislative, 
and quasi-judicial functions. Described by the prefix “quasi,” they just “appear” 
to be doing those functions. U.S. Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson, in his 
dissenting opinion in FTC v. Ruberoid Co.,30 remarked that these bodies had 
become a true fourth branch of the government which has “deranged our three-
branch legal theories.”31 The modest use of the qualifying “quasi” is implicit with 
admission that all recognized classifications that we knew have broken down.32  

Administrative agencies are executive in nature. They primarily perform 
an executive function which is to carry out or execute a law. However, depending 
on the express and implied powers provided in their granting statutes, they can 
exercise either quasi-legislative or quasi-judicial powers, or both.33 They become 
the catch-basin for the residual powers of the three branches of the 
government.34 This makes the powers and functions of administrative agencies 
“interchangeable”35 – meaning, administrative powers can be in the nature of those 
powers originally lodged in the three major branches. Thus, Peter Strauss in his 
paper, The Place of Agencies in Government: Separation of Powers and the Fourth Branch,36 
opined that “[the] apportionment was made, but it was made only as to those 
actors occupying the very apex of government – Congress, President, and 
Supreme Court. The remainder of government was left undefined, in the 
expectation that congressional judgments about appropriate structure would 
serve.”37 

Our Supreme Court, as early as 1939, has declared in Planas v. Gil38 that 
there exists more of interdependence than independence, viz: 

 
29 Id. at 287.  
30 343 U.S. 470, 487-88 (1952).  
31 Id.   
32 Id.   
33 Makati Stock Exchange, Inc. v. SEC, G.R. No. L-23004, 121 Phil. 1412, June 30, 1965.  
34 See also Pangasinan Transportation, G.R. No. 47065, 70 Phil. 221, June 26, 1940.  
35 ACT-UP Triangle v. Commission for Health Servs., 345 N.C. 699, 707 (N.C. 1997) (Emphasis 

supplied.)  
36 Peter Strauss, The Place of Agencies in Government: Separation of Powers and the Fourth Branch, 84 COLUM. L. 

REV. 573 (1984), available at: https://scholarship.law.columbia.edu/faculty_scholarship/208. 
37 Id. at 667.  
38 G.R. No. 46440, 67 Phil. 62-82, Jan. 18, 1939. 
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[W]e cannot lay down “with mathematical precision and divide the branches into 
watertight compartments” not only because “the great ordinances of the 
Constitution do not establish and divide fields of black and white” but 
also because “even the more specific of them are found to terminate in a 
penumbra shading gradually from one extreme to the other.”39 
Strauss pointed out that a rich variety of governmental forms have long 

supplanted the simple model of the executive department’s organizational 
structure.40 This resulted in the executive branch as being not so executive at all 
because of the external or “alien” features its own cabinet departments also 
exercise.  

Moreover, Richard Worsnop emphasized that the fourth branch 
designation should be given to the American agencies, particularly those 
exercising regulatory powers such as involving commerce, economics and 
technology.41 He identified the “big seven” regulatory agencies, their functions, 
appointments, current challenges, as well as the prevalent legislative and 
executive pressures exerted on such agencies, among others. These agencies 
“probably account in sheer volume for the bulk of ‘legislating’ and ‘judging’ done 
by the federal government.”42  

Dealing with the problems associated with the agencies’ ascent to power 
in the plane of governance, Jonathan Turley lamented over and argued that the 
carefully constructed system of checks and balances is being negated by the 
upsurge of an administrative state of sprawling departments and agencies in the 
United States. And for him, these agencies govern the people with an increasing 
autonomy.43 He maintained that its rise “has occurred alongside an 
unprecedented increase in presidential powers [and], in turn, has given the fourth 
branch even greater insularity and independence.”44 

While the administrative agency is sometimes pictured as a parody of 
government with a growing autonomy, it may be more accurate and fairer to 
view it as a paradigm of government – like a small-scale model of government 

 
39 Id. (Emphasis supplied; citations omitted.) 
40 Id. at 582. 
41 Richard Worsnop, Federal regulatory agencies: fourth branch of government, EDITORIAL RESEARCH REPORTS 

1969 (Vol. I), available at http://library.cqpress.com/cqresearcher/cqresrre1969020500.  
42 Id., See also Anthony Lewis, To Regulate the Regulators, NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE (U.S.), Feb. 22, 

1959, at 13.   
43 Jonathan Turley, The rise of the fourth branch of government, THE WASHINGTON POST (U.S.), May 24, 2013, 

available at https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-rise-of-the-fourth-branch-of-
government/2013/05/24/c7faaad0-c2ed-11e2-9fe2-6ee52d0eb7c1_story.html.  

44 Id. 
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itself.45 It is a contemporary development and symbolizes an ongoing effort to 
meet the new problems in an age of technological civilization.  

In most instances, if not always, it has been said that an administrative 
agency was utilized to face the realities; that the traditional systems of the 
government composed of the legislative and judicial departments broke down in 
the face of modern necessities; that these departments were not that effective to 
cope with the unpredictable problems of public concern; and that fittingly, some 
kind of resort to a more modern instrumentality was required. However, this 
unfairly belittles the importance of our legislatures and courts.46 Hence, it is 
better and much more accurate to say that administrative bodies were formed 
and availed of due to its valuable assistance to the already over-burdened 
legislatures and courts of justice.   

At any rate, despite the varying arguments for or against the rise of the 
administrative branch, and whether or not it should be properly regarded as the 
fourth department, one thing is certain: administrative agencies perform powers 
and functions that are not exclusively executive in nature. They are perceived as 
influencing or acting in the stead of the three departments of the government – 
for the more effective and efficient dispensation of justice and prosperity of 
nation. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
45 Loevinger, supra note 28, at 312.  
46 ROSCOE POUND, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW (1942). 
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III. THE TWIN DOCTRINES OF PRIMARY JURISDICTION AND EXHAUSTION 
OF ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES: NECESSARY IMPLEMENTS OF THE 

POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC PHILOSOPHY OF REGULATION 
 

As early as 1940, the Supreme Court has recognized and accepted the 
constantly growing practice of the government towards the delegation of powers 
to administrative agencies. This is first admitted explicitly in Pangasinan 
Transportation Co., Inc. v. Public Service Commission,47 citing American court 
decisions48 and is reiterated in the doctrinal case of Calalang v. Williams:49  

“[W]e find the rule prohibiting delegation of legislative authority, and 
from the earliest time American legal authorities have proceeded on the 
theory that legislative power must be exercised by the legislature alone. 
It is frankness, however, to confess that as one delves into the mass of 
judicial pronouncements, [one] finds a great deal of confusion. […] 
Accordingly, with the growing complexity of modern life, the 
multiplication of the subjects of governmental regulation, and the 
increased difficulty of administering the laws, there is a constantly 
growing tendency toward the delegation of greater powers by the 
legislature, and toward the approval of the practice by the courts.”50  

 Prior to the Court’s enunciation in Pangasinan Transportation, our 
government followed a rigid approach towards non-delegation of powers. This, 
however, was found to be self-defeating, unduly restrictive, and decidedly 
unrealistic.51 It was seen as a threat or hindrance to the national efforts for 
national progress and development. Inflexibility as to the policy in regulation and 
non-intervention of agencies poses difficulties for social and economic 
legislation needed by the present and foreseeable future.  

The Court had always observed the philosophy of allowing permitted 
delegation to administrative agencies, on top of the exercise of the agencies’ 
functions that are inherently executive. People v. Rosenthal52 penned by Justice Jose 
Laurel, with an even more unequivocal formulation in a later case of Pangasinan 
Transportation appearing in the quoted excerpt from Edu, marks a key shift in the 
direction of a more liberal attitude practiced by the courts. 

 
47 G.R. No. 47065, 70 Phil. 221, June 26, 1940.  
48 These cases are: Dillon Catfish Drainage Dist. vs. Bank of Dillon, 141 S. E. 274, 275, 143 S. Ct. 178 

and State vs. Knox County, 54 S. W. 2d. 973, 976, 165 Tenn. 319. 
49 G.R. No. 47800, 70 Phil. 726, Dec. 2, 1940.  
50 Pangasinan Transportation, 70 Phil. 221, June 26, 1940 (Emphasis supplied.)  
51 Free Telephone Workers Union v. Minister of Labor and Employment, G.R. No. L-58184, 195 Phil. 

562, Oct. 30, 1981; See also People v. Vera, G.R. No. 45685, 65 Phil. 56, Dec. 22, 1937. 
52 G.R. Nos. 46076 and 46077, 68 Phil. 328, June 12, 1939.  
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Relative to this modern trend and shift in judicial philosophy are the two 
jurisprudential doctrines of primary jurisdiction and exhaustion of administrative 
remedies. 

Stated simply, the doctrine of primary jurisdiction means that when the 
agency has jurisdiction of the case, the court should let that agency assume 
jurisdiction. The court yields to the agency because of the latter’s expertise; but 
this does not amount to an ouster of the court’s jurisdiction.53 As Quintos, Jr. v. 
National Stud Farm54 rightly puts:  

The precise function of the doctrine of primary jurisdiction is to guide a 
court in determining whether the court should refrain from exercising 
its jurisdiction until after, an administrative agency has determined some 
question or some aspect of some question arising in the proceeding 
before the court. The important thing is that the dispute be determined 
according to the judgment, in the language of an American Supreme 
Court decision, “of a tribunal appointed by law and informed by experience.”55 

Such dogma is consistent with the principle of valid delegation of powers 
that an agency is empowered to exercise fact-finding, investigative, as well as 
adjudicatory powers to properly dispose of a case filed before them. It is then 
the task of the courts to initially refer an administrative question to the 
administrative agency for its resolution.  

The administrative judgment operates either, on one hand, as substitution 
for judicial decision or, on the other, as foundation for or perchance to make 
unnecessary later judicial proceedings.56 This makes the court-created doctrine 
of primary jurisdiction a cousin of better-known abstention doctrines practiced 
by the U.S. federal courts57 which permit, and sometimes mandate, federal courts 
to refrain from addressing matters cognizable by state administrative agencies.  

Before seeking the intervention of the courts, it is a precondition that a 
party should first avail of all the existing administrative means.58 This is the 
doctrine of exhaustion of administrative agencies, which is akin and corollary to 
the doctrine of primary jurisdiction. The thrust of the rule is this: courts must 
wait and allow agencies to carry out their functions and discharge their 

 
53 Sherwill Dev’t Corp. v. Sitio Sto. Nino Residents Assoc., Inc., .R. No. 158455, 500 Phil. 288, June 28, 

2005; See also Houston Compressed Steel Corp. v. State, 456 S.W.2d 768, 772 (Tex. Civ. App. 1970). 
54 G.R. No. L-37052, 153 Phil. 491, Nov. 29, 1973. 
55 Id. at 498 (Emphasis supplied; citations omitted.) 
56 Aircraft & Diesel Equipment Corp. v. Hirsch, 331 U.S. 752, 767 (1947); 2 AM JUR 2d, 

ADMINISTRATIVE LAW § 513.  
57 Bryson Santaguida, The Primary Jurisdiction Two-Step, 74 U. CHI. L. REV 1517 (2007).  
58 Systems Plus Computer College of Caloocan City v. Local Government of Caloocan City, G.R. No. 

146382, 455 Phil. 956, Aug. 7, 2003.  
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responsibilities within the specialized areas of their respective competence.59 The 
objective is to give the quasi-judicial body an opportunity to act and correct 
errors, if any, committed in the administrative forum. This promotes an orderly 
and systematic procedure. The case of Abe-Abe v. Manta60 describes the 
exhaustion doctrine in this fashion: 

The rule on exhaustion of administrative remedies before resorting to 
the court means that there should be an orderly procedure which favors 
a preliminary administrative sifting process, particularly with respect to 
matters peculiarly within the competence of the administrative agency, 
avoidance of interference with functions of the administrative agency by 
withholding judicial action until the administrative process has run its 
course, and prevention of attempts to swamp the courts by a resort to 
them in the first instance.61 

Exhaustion of administrative remedies is a long-standing principle and the 
Supreme Court has set out clear guidelines on the matter. Paat v. Court of Appeals62 
expounds this doctrine in the following manner: “if a remedy within the 
administrative machinery can still be resorted to by giving the administrative 
officer concerned every opportunity to decide on a matter that comes within his 
jurisdiction, then such remedy should be exhausted first.”63 It is clear that the 
doctrine contemplates an administrative remedy or remedies, other than the 
quasi-judicial body’s principal authority to take cognizance of the case.  
  The rule of primary jurisdiction is argued to be “conceptually analogous” 
to the doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies.64 Both prudential 
doctrines share not only similar objectives but also similar analytical steps in their 
application. They are used to determine the timing of the decision-making of the 
court, and both allocate decision-making power between courts and agencies 
wherein congressional commitment of authority and use of expertise are chief 
considerations.65 As a matter of fact, the threshold question in the primary 
jurisdiction analysis has been proposed as this: “Is the issue susceptible to judicial 

 
59 Caballes v. Perez-Sison, G.R. No. 131759, 426 SCRA 98, Mar. 23, 2004.   
60 G.R. No. L-4827, 179 Phil. 417, May 31, 1979.  
61 Id. at 424 (Citations omitted.) 
62 G.R. No. 111107, 334 Phil. 146, Jan. 10, 1997. 
63 Id.   
64 RICHARD PIERCE, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW AND PROCESS § 5.8 (4th ed. 2004) as cited in Aaron 

Lockwood, The Primary Jurisdiction Doctrine: Competing Standards of Appellate Review, 64 WASH. & LEE L. REV. 707 
(2007); See also Am. Trucking Assoc. v. ICC, 682 F.2d 487,491 (1982), and Goya Foods, Inc. v. Tropicana 
Products, Inc., 846 F.2d 848, 851 (1988) which refers to the doctrine of primary jurisdiction as “a version of the 
administrative exhaustion requirement.” 

65 Aaron Lockwood, The Primary Jurisdiction Doctrine: Competing Standards of Appellate Review, 64 WASH. & 
LEE L. REV. 707 (2007).  
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review?”66 If the answer is no, the administrative agency must make the initial 
decisions and the court is without jurisdiction to hear the claim. This threshold 
question mirrors the initial inquiry on exhaustion of administrative remedies.67 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
66 Id. at 181.  
67 Id. at 742.  
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IV. ECONOMY, EFFECTIVENESS AND MATURE INSTITUTIONS: THE 
IMPACT OF THE TWIN DOCTRINES ON THE ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM 

AND THE JUDICIARY 
 

One important area of administrative regulation is the substantive role 
which these agencies play in relation to the economy and to society. It is 
suggested that “major”68 administrative agencies share some common 
characteristic functions.69 These are: regulating economic conduct by issuing 
orders or permits to enterprises; regulating economic conduct by promulgating 
rules identifying prohibited and permissible actions; investigating and initiating 
proceedings rather than merely to respond to the actions of others; and 
promoting and encouraging economic and technological progress by 
cooperation and leadership within their respective areas of activity.70  

Undeniably, government agencies have a purpose of stimulating national 
progress. They are the “best means yet devised for dealing with the necessity of 
assembly line government operation in a specialized and technical field,”71 
including the financial, commercial, and technological aspects of the country. 
They are specifically crafted to effectuate the national policies, which primarily 
include the development of sound economic conditions.  

The judiciary, on the other hand, does not have the mandate, not to say 
the expertise, to rule on matters relating to economy and prosperity. As much as 
possible, it must defer to the other branches of the government, including 
officials elected by the people to look unto these issues.72 However, the Court, 
through its decisions, influence the operations of the political branches.  Through 
the application of these doctrines, the Court help shape the regulatory system.  
 
Development of administrative agencies 

The doctrines help to protect agency authority and decisional autonomy 
based on judicial deference to the congressional delegation that administrative 
agencies, not the regular courts, should have primary responsibility over the 

 
68 Major in this context means “of most significance to the economy of the country in the regulatory 

power which they wield” as used by Loevinger, supra note 28, at 288. 
69 Loevinger, supra note 28, at 292.  
70 Id.  
71 Id. at 312. 
72 Artemio Panganiban, A Matter of Legal Philosophy, Address delivered at a Forum sponsored by the 

Institute of Government and Law Reform of the University of the Philippines College of Law, UP Malcolm Hall, 
Diliman, Quezon City, (Aug. 5, 2011).  
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programs they execute.73 The doctrine discourages the parties from evading 
agency’s own procedures and helps give the agency a chance to correct its 
mistakes, such as through an internal appeals process or reconsideration.74 
Judicial efficiency and economy are likewise promoted because when an agency 
can right its own wrong, then there is no need for further litigation.75  

The twin doctrines determine who gets to decide what and when in order 
to safeguard agency autonomy – conceivably claimed to be a systemic value.76 
An agency is in a strong position to decide when its expertise are not 
indispensable in a particular case.77 And with regard to freedom from outside 
influences, greater agency authority further limits political manipulation by the 
other branches of the State.78   

Also, government agencies are forced to mature as they confront difficult 
questions. Competencies are developed. Procedures are improved. All of these 
contribute to better governance. Today, autonomous agencies are seen as a vital 
tool to adapt to the changing needs of the society, respond to issues by employing 
a more pragmatic approach, and ultimately achieve the desirable ends of 
economic development and general welfare of the people.   
 
Administrative efficiency and effectiveness 

On sound policy grounds, practical considerations which shaped our 
judicial system, and advantages afforded to parties and the government, the 
tendency now is that courts do not interfere unless their intervention is 
appropriately – and legally – called for. The doctrine of primary jurisdiction is 
often described by the Court as “sense-making and expeditious.”79 Legal scholar 
Frank Cooper offers two reasons behind this rule: first, to take full advantage of 
administrative expertness; and second, to attain uniformity of application of 
regulatory laws.80 

 
73 Peter Devlin, Jurisdiction, Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies, and Constitutional Claims, 93 N.Y.U. L. 

REV. 1234, 1242 (2018).  
74 Id. citing McKart v. United States, 395 U.S. 185, 193 (1969). See, e.g. Cavalier Tel., LLC v. Va. Elec. & 

Power Co., 303 F.3d 316, 323 (4th Cir. 2002).  
75 McCarthy v. Madigan, 503 U.S. 140, 145 (1992). 
76 Scott Dodson, Hybridizing Jurisdiction, 99 CALIF. L. REV. 1439, 1463–65 (2011). 
77 Devlin, supra note 73, at 1260. See, e.g., Albino v. Baca, 747 F.3d 1162, 1170 (9th Cir. 2014).  
78 See Michael Froomkin, In Defense of Administrative Agency Autonomy, 96 YALE L.J. 787 (1987). 
79 Pambujan Sur United Mine Workers v. Samar Mining Co., Inc., G.R. No. L-5694, 94 Phil. 932, May 

12, 1954.  
80 FRANK COOPER, STATE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW (vol. 2) 563 (1965).   
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Agencies are so-called “experts” on the subject matter of statutes they 
execute.81 They usually hire technical specialists, maintain relations with relevant 
stakeholders, and are considered as repeat players on their political mandate.82 
As the implementing arm of the government packed with first-hand experience, 
they likewise have a strong comparative advantage in interpreting the laws they 
enforce.83 Hence, their judgments are effective84 and more attuned to the realities. 
Regular courts, on the contrary, may be ill-equipped to understand certain issues 
and may not be competent enough to balance all relevant considerations.  

Moreover, granting an agency with the first opportunity to hear and decide 
an issue will foster the desired efficiency that would obtain if a specialized agency 
initially passed on certain matters. There is “administrative effiiciency,” when 
agencies obtain desired objectives against less costs.  

Agencies can act without regard to legal technicalities. They are given a 
wide latitude, including the authority to take judicial notice of facts within their 
special competence, in evaluating evidence and in exercising their quasi-judicial 
functions.85 Hence, aside from the interest of consistency in regulation and 
equally important objectives of delegation of powers,86 among others, the 
preliminary resort to agencies is beneficial to parties because of the “desirable 
flexibility in administrative procedure.”87 Indeed, the centralization of decision-
making sanctions uniform policymaking which is essential to comply with the 
purposes of the regulatory statute administered.88 

Agencies also benefit by utilizing the budget they have for which it is 
allocated. Rather than going through the added pain and inconvenience of 

 
81 Santaguida, supra note 57, at 1526, referred to as “comparative competence.”  
82 Id. citing Clark Byse, Judicial Review of Administrative Interpretation of Statutes: An Analysis of Chevron's Step 

Two, 2 ADMIN L. J. 255, 260-61 (1988).  
83 Colin Diver, Statutory Interpretation in the Administrative State, 133 U. PA. L. REV. 549, 574-82 (1985).  
84 Some authors coin this effectiveness of decision-making or achieving the right targeted decisions as 

“decisional efficiency.” 
85 Quiambao v. CA, G.R. No. 128305, 494 Phil. 16, Mar. 28, 2005; Republic v. Express 

Telecommunication Co., Inc., G.R. Nos. 147096 & 147210, 424 Phil. 372, Jan. 15, 2002.  
86 Loevinger, supra note 28, at 293-294 citing Address by Congressman Oren Harris to U.S. Chamber of 

Commerce, Washington, D.C., Feb. 4, 1965. The delegation is hoped to accomplish the following objectives:  
(1) to provide expertness in the particular areas to be regulated;  
(2) to expedite the handling of anticipated large workloads by being able to give undivided 
attention;  
(3) to be vigorous in enforcing the policies laid down in the enabling statutes;  
(4) to evolve more specific yardsticks in applying broad congressional policies; and  
(5) to assist the Congress in shaping new and effective policies to meet the changing conditions 
and new needs. 

87 Marcelo v. Bungubung, G.R. No. 175201, 575 Phil. 538, Apr. 23, 2008 citing Ang Tibay v. Court of 
Industrial Relations, G.R. No. 46496, 69 Phil. 635, Feb. 27, 1940.   

88 Pambujan Sur United Mine Workers v. Samar Mining Co., Inc., G.R. No. L-5694, 94 Phil. 932, May 
12, 1954.  
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judicial action in defending themselves, agencies are encouraged to rectify their 
faults within their own, familiar, less time-consuming, and less expensive internal 
procedures. Time and resources are not wasted.  

By the same token, proceedings in administrative level generally call for 
lower costs, as compared to those in the regular courts. There will be no need 
for docket fees and lawyer’s fees, inter alia. This is economy on the part of the 
litigants.  
 

Judicial efficiency 
Aside from their impact on the administrative system, their observance 

also fosters judicial efficiency. This refers to the efficient use of limited judicial 
resources89 in the operation of courts with the objective to minimize duplication 
of efforts and to avoid wastage of the judiciary’s time and resources.90  

The twin doctrines are consistently obeyed to provide an orderly 
procedure prescribed by law,91 as well as prevent the attempts “to swamp the 
courts” 92 by unnecessary and premature resort to them in the first instance.93 
Ergo, for reasons of law, comity and convenience, the courts shy away from a 
dispute until the system of administrative redress has been completed and 
complied with.94  

The Court in Abejo v. Dela Cruz95 highlights the importance of doctrine of 
primary jurisdiction regarding prompt resolution of cases and de-clogging of 
court dockets. Exhaustion fosters efficiency in the administrative process by 
avoiding the interruption and fragmentation of the procedures.96 And aside from 
the other obvious advantage of greater ease of self-representation,97 the factual 
record in the administrative forum is more comprehensive and the agency would 
have a chance to offer its expertise when the case reaches the court.98 Hence, the 

 
89 See Footnote I in Fulvio Maria Palombino, Judicial Economy and Limitation of the Scope of the Decision in 

International Adjudication, 23 LJIL 909 (2010). 
90 Id.  
91 Antonio v. Tanco, G.R. No. L-38135, 65 SCRA 448, July 25, 1975.  
92 DE LEON, supra note 18, at 361 citing 2 AM. JUR. 2d 428 and Rocamora v. RTC-Cebu , G.R. No. 

65037, 167 SCRA 615, Nov. 23, 1988; Sunville Timber Products, Inc. v. Gil Abad, G.R. No. 85502, 206 SCRA 
482, Feb. 24, 1992. 

93 Lopez v. City of Manila, G.R. No. 127139, 363 Phil. 68, Feb. 19, 1999.  
94 Ongsuco v. Malones, G.R. No. 182065, 604 SCRA 499, 511-512, Oct. 27, 2009.  
95 G.R. No. L-63558, L-68450-51, 233 Phil. 668. May 19, 1987.  
96 David Kreutzer & Meghan Morrissey, Doctrine of Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies as an Offensive 

Tool, 38 COLO. LAW. 53 (2009).  
97 Marcia Gelpe, Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies: The Lesson from Environmental Cases, 53 WASH. L. 

REV. 1 (1985).  
98 Id. at 145–146. 
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court is spared from the often-onerous task of determining factual matters. It 
gets the benefit of the agency’s useful records and factual findings, leading to a 
more effective and more rapid disposition of cases. 

It is no less true to reiterate that, as tested by a battery of cases, the 
availment of administrative remedy entails lesser expenses and provides for an 
efficient resolution of disputes.99 And the alleged partiality of or supposed loss 
of faith in an administrative body is not an excuse for an instant resort to judicial 
review, as the Court ruled: “[b]are misgivings about the ability of a quasi-judicial 
agency to render impartial justice would not, standing alone, be a sufficient 
reason to dispense with the exhaustion of administrative remedies doctrine.” The 
Court continued that “[a]s it were, the doctrine ensures the efficient and speedy 
disposition of cases.”100 

As devices for the mass production of law, administrative agencies 
necessarily decide more cases falling within their respective spheres of expertise 
than the number of cases our courts usually dispose of.101 There is massive 
quantity of administrative agency output. If the litigant gets a satisfactory 
decision within the agency processes, then the issue is resolved. Hence, strict 
enforcement of the doctrines could relieve the courts of a considerable number 
of avoidable cases which would otherwise have burdened their already heavily 
loaded dockets Conversely, an unsatisfactory agency decision would lead the 
court to obtain the agency’s record and factual findings.102 There is, therefore, 
de-clogging of court dockets and prevention of unnecessary resort to courts, as 
well as dispensation to do fact-finding responsibilities and obtaining useful 
records of the case. 
 
Preservation of proper relationship between courts and other branches of 
government  

The twin doctrines are consistently obeyed to promote proper 
relationships between the courts and administrative agencies.103 By exercising 
restraint, Courts show recognition to the specialized competence of 
administrative agencies.  

 
99 Public Hearing Committee of the LLDA v. SM Prime Holdings, Inc., G.R. No. 170599, 631 SCRA 

73, Sept. 22, 2010.   
100 Montanez v. Provincial Agrarian Reform Adjudicator, G.R. No. 183142, SCRA 217, Sept. 17, 2009. 
101 Loevinger, supra note 28, at 312.  
102 Rebecca Donnellan, Exhaustion Doctrine Should Not Be a Doctrine with Exceptions, 103 W. VA. L. REV. 

361 (2001). 
103 DE LEON, supra note 18, at 361. 
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By extension, the application of the doctrines is also founded on the 
judiciary’s respect for its co-equal executive branch. It also ensures that legislative 
power is respected by courts.104 After all, an agency’s jurisdiction is determined 
by its mandate that is in the law enacted by Congress. Cruz v. Del Rosario105 
highlights the importance of upholding the doctrines in this wise:  

When an adequate remedy may be had within the Executive Department 
of the government, but nevertheless, a litigant fails or refuses to avail 
himself of the same, the judiciary shall decline to interfere. This traditional 
attitude of the courts is based not only on convenience but likewise on respect: 
convenience of the party litigants and respect for a co-equal office in the government.106  
Adherence to the principle of deference to administrative agencies thus 

preserves judicial resources without unintentionally undercutting agency 
authority. It also strengthens the agencies, and promotes their autonomy and 
effectiveness. Furthermore, by recognizing the competence of agencies, the 
judiciary maintains the balance between itself and the other branches of 
government.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
104 Kilusang Mayo Uno v. Aquino III, G.R. No. 210500, Apr. 2, 2019.  
105 G.R. No. L-17440, 119 Phil. 63-66, Dec. 26, 1963.   
106 Id. at 66 (Emphasis supplied.)  
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V. A QUESTION ON JURISDICTION: JUDICIAL DISCRETION IN THE 
CREATION OF EXCEPTIONS 

 
Despite the pragmatic advantages and institutional impact brought about 

by the doctrines, they have been disregarded. The Court has created exceptions 
after exceptions that have emasculated the doctrines.  
 
Exceptions to the twin doctrines 

The Court has enunciated in many instances that the rules of primary 
jurisdiction and exhaustion of administrative remedies are not iron-clad.107 As 
such, jurisprudence has developed a long list of exceptions, as follows:  

(1) When the question raised is purely legal;108  
(2) When the administrative agency is in estoppel;109  
(3) When there are circumstances indicating urgency of judicial 

intervention;110 
(4) When the issue raised is the constitutionality of the statute;111  
(5) When the rule does not provide plain, speedy, adequate remedy;112  
(6) When resort to exhaustion will only be oppressive and patently 

unreasonable;113 
(7) When the administrative remedy is only permissive or voluntary and 

not a prerequisite to the institution of judicial proceedings;114  
(8) When the application of the doctrine will only cause great and 

irreparable damage which cannot be prevented except by taking the 
appropriate court action;115  

(9) When it involves the rule-making or quasi-legislative functions of an 
administrative agency.116 

 
107 Vigilar v. Aquino, G.R. No. 180388, 639 SCRA 772, Jan. 18, 2011; Republic v. Lacap, G.R. No. 

158253, 517 SCRA 255, Mar. 2, 2007.   
108 Valmonte v. Belmonte, G.R. No. 74930, 170 SCRA 256, Feb. 13, 1989; Begosa v. Chairman, 

Philippine Veterans Administration, G.R. No. L-25916, 143 Phil. 391, Apr. 30, 1970.  
109 Samar II Electric Cooperative v. Seludo, G.R. No. 173840, 671 SCRA 78, Apr. 25, 2012.  
110 DAR v. Apex Investment and Financing Corp., G.R. No. 149422, 449 Phil. 262, Apr. 10, 2003; 

Quisumbing vs. Judge Gumban, G.R. No. 85156, 193 SCRA 520, Feb. 5, 1991. 
111 Tapales v. President and Board of Regents of the University of the Philippines, G.R. No. L-17523, 

117 Phil. 561, Mar. 30, 1963. 
112 Information Technology Foundation of the Philippines v. COMELEC, G.R. No. 159139, 464 Phil. 

173 , Jan. 13, 2004. 
113 Cipriano v. Marcelino, G.R. No. L-27793, 150 Phil. 336, Feb. 28, 1972.  
114 Corpus v. Cuaderno, G.R. No. L-17860, 114 Phil. 683, Mar. 30, 1962. 
115 De Lara v. Cloribel, G.R. No. L-21653, 121 Phil. 1062, May 31, 1965.  
116 Smart Communications, Inc. v. NTC, G.R. Nos. 151908 & 152063, 456 Phil. 145, Aug. 12, 2003.   
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(10) When the rule of qualified political agency applies, such as when the 
respondent is a department secretary whose acts as an alter ego of the 
President bear the implied and assumed approval of the latter;117 

(11) When there is violation of due process;118  
(12) When there is an unreasonable delay or official inaction that will 

irretrievably prejudice the complainant;119  
(13) When the challenged administrative act is patently illegal;120  
(14) When resort to administrative remedy will amount to a nullification 

of a claim;121 
(15) When no administrative remedy or review is provided for by law;122   
(16) When the question on non-observance to the doctrines has been 

rendered moot;123  
(17) When the issues submitted in the case have become moot and 

academic;124 
(18) When the claim involved is small;125 
(19) When strong public interest is involved;126  
(20) Where questions involved are essentially judicial;127 
(21) When the subject matter is a private land in land case proceedings;128  
(22) In quo warranto proceedings;129  
(23) When there is grave doubt as to the availability of the administrative 

remedy;130 
(24) When the steps to be taken are merely matters of form;131 
(25) When the administrative remedy is not exclusive but merely 

cumulative or concurrent to a judicial remedy;132  
 

117 Pagara v. CA, G.R. No. 96882, 254 SCRA 606, Mar. 12, 1996. 
118 Nat’l Development Co. v. Collector of Customs of Manila, G.R. No. L-19180, 118 Phil. 1265, Oct. 

31, 1963. 
119 Aquino-Sarmiento vs. Morato, G.R. No. 92541, 203 SCRA 515, Nov. 13, 1991 citing Gravador v. 

Mamigo, G.R. No. L-24989, 20 SCRA 742, July 21, 1967 and Azuelo v. Arnaldo, G.R. No. L-15144, 108 Phil. 
293, May 26, 1960.  

120 DAR v. Apex Investment and Financing Corp., G.R. No. 149422, 449 Phil. 262, Apr. 10, 2003.  
121 Alzate v. Aldana, G.R. No. L-14407, 107 Phil. 298, Feb. 29, 1960.  
122 Social Security Commission v. CA, G.R. No. 152058, 482 Phil. 449, Sept. 27, 2004; Aquino-

Sarmiento v. Morato, G.R. No. 92541, 203 SCRA 515, Nov. 13, 1991.  
123 Province of Aklan v. Jody King Construction and Development Corp., G.R. Nos. 197592 and 

202623, 722 Phil. 315, Nov. 27, 2013; Carale v. Abarintos, G.R. No. 120704, 336 Phil. 126, Mar. 3, 1997.   
124 Landbank of the Philippines v. CA, G.R. No. 126332, 318 SCRA 144, Nov. 16, 1999.  
125 Cipriano v. Marcelino, G.R. No. L-27793, 150 Phil. 336, Feb. 28, 1972.  
126 Arrow Trans. Corp. v. Board of Transportation, G.R. No. L-39655, 159 Phil. 796, Mar. 21, 1975. 
127 Bueno v. Paterno, G.R. No. L-13882, 9 SCRA 794, Dec. 27, 1963.  
128 Soto v. Jareno, G.R. No. L-38962, 228 Phil. 117, Sept. 15, 1986.  
129 See enumeration in Lopez v. City of Manila, G.R. No. 127139, 363 Phil. 68, Feb. 19, 1999. 
130 Pascual v. Provincial Board of Nueva Ecija, G.R. No. L-11959, 106 Phil. 466, Oct. 31, 1959.  
131 Id. 
132 Id. 
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(26) When the administrative officer has not rendered any decision or 
made any final finding of any sort;133 

(27) When the law expressly provides for a different review procedure;134  
(28) When there is no express legal provision requiring such administrative 

step as a condition precedent to taking action in court;135  
(29) When nothing of an administrative nature is to be or can be done, 

such as where the issue does not require technical knowledge and 
experience;136 

(30) When the controverted act is clearly devoid of any color of 
authority;137  

(31) When the controverted act has been performed without or in excess 
of jurisdiction;138 

(32) When the controverted act has been performed with grave abuse of 
discretion;139 

(33) When the petitioner was never a party in the administrative 
proceedings;140  
 

In other cases, the Court has crafted exceptions that catered mainly to 
particular agencies and litigants, such as: 

a. When the administrative appeal of a decision of a Regional 
Director of Lands “for and by authority of the Director of 
Lands” was made to an Officer-In-Charge of the Bureau of 
Lands;141  

b. When no tax assessment has been made, under the Local 
Government Code, in cases involving payments under protest 
of real property taxes;142  

c. When a government corporation has an affirmative statutory 
duty to disclose to the public the terms and conditions of the 
sale of its lands and is in breach of this duty;143 and 

 
133 Datiles and Co. v. Sucaldito, G.R. No. 42380, 186 SCRA 704, June 22, 1990.  
134 Phillips Seafood (Philippines) Corporation v. BOI, G.R. No. 175787, 597 Phil. 649, 662, Feb. 4, 

2009.  
135 CSC v. DBM, G.R. No. 158791, 502 Phil. 372, July 22, 2005.  
136 Republic v. Lacap, G.R. No. 158253, 517 SCRA 255, 265-266, Mar. 2, 2007.  
137 Bangus Fry Fisherfolk v. Lanzanas, G.R. No. 131442, 453 Phil. 479, July 10, 2003; Cucharo v. Subido, 

G.R. No. L-27887, 147 PHIL 476-488, Feb. 22, 1971.  
138 Laganapan v. Asedillo, G.R. No. L-28353, 154 SCRA 377, Sept. 30, 1987. 
139 Continental Marble Corp. v. NLRC, G.R. No. L-43825, 244 Phil. 150, May 9, 1988.  
140 Cordillera Global Network v. Paje, G.R. No. 215988, Apr. 10, 2019; Boracay Foundation, Inc. v. 

Province of Aklan, G.R. No. 196870, 689 Phil. 218, June 26, 2012. 
141 Vda. de Nazareno v. CA, G.R. No. 98045, 257 SCRA 589, June 26, 1996.  
142 Manila Electric Company v. Barlis, G.R. No. 114231, 375 SCRA 570, Feb. 1, 2002.  
143 Chavez v. Public Estates Authority, G.R. No. 133250, 384 SCRA 152, July 9, 2002.  
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d. When the plaintiff is praying for damages, not the reversal of 
the policies of an educational institution, and the administrative 
agency does not have the power to award damages.144  

As early as the 1950s, the Court has already recognized discrete exceptions 
to the two doctrines.145 In 1959, citing Corpus Juris Secundum,146 Pascual v. Provincial 
Board of Nueva Ecija147 synthesized and listed six (6) exceptions to the doctrine of 
exhaustion of administrative remedies. After three decades, the number 
increased to seven (7) in the 1991 case of Aquino-Sarmiento v. Morato,148 and 
ballooned to eleven (11) in the 1997 case of Paat v. Court of Appeals. Further 
elaborating on these themes, the Court, in the 2007 case of Republic v. Lacap,149 
expanded the list to twelve (12). The case also incorporated in its discussion the 
related doctrine of primary jurisdiction, holding that both rules have the same 
set of exceptions.150 Lacap is heavily cited in jurisprudence until today. Province of 
Zamboanga del Norte v. Court of Appeals151 listed fourteen (14) exceptions, though it 
only addressed the question of non-exhaustion. Several individual cases also dealt 
with unique exceptions that were not present in the then existing lists, with the latest 
promulgated in 2019.152 These are all consolidated in the abovementioned 
enumeration of thirty-three (33) exceptions.  

The exceptions to the application of the doctrine of primary jurisdiction 
are similar to the exceptions for the doctrine of exhaustion. As examined in Part 
III, both rules have identical objectives and analytical steps in their operation.153 

Nevertheless, there are some exceptions that may apply to one doctrine 
but not necessarily to the other, such as waiver. If not invoked at the proper time, 

 
144 Regino v. Pangasinan Colleges of Science and Technology, G.R. No. 156109, 443 SCRA 56, Nov. 

18, 2004.  
145 Mission v. del Rosario. 50 O.G. 1571 (1954); Uy v. Rodriguez, 50 0,G 3574 (1954); Abella r. 

Rodrizuez, 50 O.G. 359 (1934), as cited in Emerito Tolentino, Danila Mendoza & Jaime Opinion, Administrative 
Law, 35 PHIL. L.J. 716 (1960).  

146 an encyclopedia of American law at the federal and state levels; abbreviated as “CJS”. 
147 G.R. No. L-11959, 106 Phil. 466, Oct. 31, 1959.  
148 G.R. No. 92541, 203 SCRA 515, Nov. 13, 1991.  
149 Hereinafter “Lacap,” G.R. No. 158253, 517 SCRA 255, Mar. 2, 2007, citing Rocamora v. RTC-Cebu, 

G.R. No. 65037, 249 Phil. 571, Nov. 23, 1988; Carale v. Abarintos, G.R. No. 120704, 336 Phil. 126, Mar. 3, 1997; 
and Castro v. Gloria, G.R. No. 132174, 415 Phil. 645, Aug. 20, 2001.  

150 The Court held that “the doctrine of exhaustion of administrative remedies and the corollary doctrine of primary 
jurisdiction, which are based on sound public policy and practical considerations, are not inflexible rules. There are 
many accepted exceptions.” 

151 G.R. No. 109853, 342 SCRA 549, 557, Oct. 11, 2000.  
152 This is the case of Cordillera Global Network v. Paje (G.R. No. 215988, Apr. 10, 2019). The Court 

dismissed the argument on exhaustion of remedies because the petitioner was not a party in the administrative proceedings 
(application of environmental compliance certificates). The Court enumerated the exceptions to the doctrine of 
exhaustion, but never really referred to any of them specifically. See also No. 33 in the list of exceptions of this Paper.  

153 See generally Lockwood, supra note 65.  
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the ground on non-exhaustion of remedies is deemed waived and the court can 
take cognizance of the case.154 However, the invocation of the doctrine of 
primary jurisdiction cannot be waived by the failure of the parties to argue it and 
the court may even raise the issue of primary jurisdiction sua sponte.155   

The creation of exceptions has weakened the force of the doctrines, and, 
ergo, the administrative agencies. Corollarily, litigants, practitioners, public 
officers, law scholars, and students, among others, have also become confused 
as to which of the two tribunals should take cognizance of cases at the first 
instance. Is it the courts of justice or the administrative agencies? So the relevant 
question now is: which is primary in jurisdiction?  

 
Comparison with the American counterpart  

The present status of the doctrines’ applications and exceptions begs for 
scrutiny and comparison with the American counterpart. The Philippines, after 
all, basically patterns its general principles in administrative law from that of the 
United States.156 

The case of McCarthy v. Madigan157 first talked about the circumstances that 
lead to the non-application of the exhaustion doctrine. Signficantly, it used the 
balancing of interests test in deciding these cases, wherein courts will recognize an 
exception “if the litigant’s interests in immediate judicial review outweigh the 
government’s interests in the efficiency or administrative autonomy.”158 In that 
case, the U.S. Supreme Court identified three situations where the interests of 
the individual are particularly strong:  

(1) When requiring exhaustion of administrative relief may actually 
prejudice subsequent judicial review; 

(2) When exhaustion becomes a futile endeavor, as where the agency 
cannot grant effective relief; and  

 
154 Republic v. Sandiganbayan, G.R. Nos. 112708-09, 325 Phil. 762, Mar. 29, 1996.  
155 Euro-Med Laboratories, Phil., Inc. v. Province of Batangas, G.R. No. 148106, 527 Phil. 623, July 17, 

2006. 
156 IRENE CORTES, PHILIPPINE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW: CASES AND MATERIALS 3-4, 6-7 (1984), citing 

ERNST FREUND, ROBERT FLETCHER, JOSEPH DAVIES, CUTHBERT POUND, JOHN KUATZ & CHARLES NAGEL, 
THE GROWTH OF AMERICAN ADMINISTRATIVE LAW (1923); DE LEON, supra note 18, citing KENNETH DAVIS, 
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW TREATISE 1 (1958). 

157 503 U.S. 140 (1992). 
158 Id. at 146.  
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(3) When the agency’s procedure or decision-maker is shown to be 
unfair or biased.159 

Other exceptions are also developed by a few succeeding U.S. cases, still 
applying the balancing of interests analysis. These are summarized as follows:  

(1) When issues of law are involved;160  
(2) When exhaustion would cause irreparable injury to the complaining 

party;161 and  
(3) When the administrative agency lacks jurisdiction.162 

When it comes to the doctrine of primary jurisdiction, the U.S. Supreme 
Court has held that “agencies, not the courts, ought to have primary 
responsibility for the programs that Congress has charged them to administer.”163 
In another case, it further expounded the matter holding that no fixed standard 
or criterion exists, but “[t]he question is whether the reasons for the existence of 
the doctrine are present and whether the purposes it serves will be aided by its 
application in the particular litigation.”164 In most American state jurisdictions, a 
known exception to the doctrine lies “where the issue is one inherently judicial 
in nature […] [and] the courts are not ousted from jurisdiction unless the 
Legislature, by a valid statute, has explicitly granted exclusive jurisdiction to the 
administrative body.”165  

 Under both doctrines, a regular court is then required to balance a 
number of similar factors, including the need to reflect agency expertise, 
conservation of judicial resources, development of record, and futility of 
administrative processes.166 Additionally, neither doctrine is to be imposed if the 
burdens on the parties are too great, that is, courts must always avoid great 
damage or prejudice.  

 
159 Id. at 146-148. See William Funk, Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies - New Dimensions since Darby, 18 

PACE ENVTL. L. REV. 1 (2000).  
160 McGee v. United States, 402 U.S. 479, 485-86 (1971); McKart v. United States, 395 U.S. 185, 197-

200 (1969); Sierra Club v. Hardin, 325 F. Supp. 99, 117-18 n.38a (D. Alaska 1971).  
161 Matthews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 331 (1976). See Robert Power, Help is Sometimes Close at Hand: 

The Exhaustion Problem and the Ripeness Solution, 1987 U. ILL. L. REV. 547 (1987). 
162 Myers v. Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corp., 303 U.S. 41 (1938); Gelpe, supra note 97, at 36-39 (“An 

agency’s lack of jurisdiction is a variation of the “inadequate agency remedy” claim that arises more frequently.)  
163  McCarthy v. Madigan. 503 U.S. 140, 145 (1992). 
164 United States v. W. Pac. Ry. Co., 352 U.S. 59, 64 (1956). 
165 See Gregg v. Delhi-Taylor Oil Corp., 344 S.W.2d 411, 415 (Tex. 1961); Bexar Metro. Water Dist. v. 

City of Bulverde, 156 S.W.3d 79, 90 (Tex. App.-Austin 2004); Ivanishvili v. U.S. Dep't of Justice, 433 F.3d 332,343 
(2d Cir. 2006); State ex rel. Shevin v. Tampa Electric Co., 291 So. 2d 45 (Fla. 2d Dist. Ct. App.).  

166 Far E. Conference v. United States, 342 U.S. 570,573-74 (1952); Ricci v. Chicago AJercantile Exch., 
409 U.S. 289, 306 (1973); Rosado v. Wyman, 397 U.S. 397, 406 (1970).  
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Many American legal scholars assert that primary jurisdiction and 
exhaustion are really different means to promote the general concepts of judicial 
restraint, deference to administrative decision-making and efficiency. They are 
but two paths a court may take when relinquishing its adjudicatory power to an 
agency.167 The similarities are compelling. In essence, it can be stated that the 
rules of primary jurisdiction and exhaustion have the same exceptions, just like 
in our jurisdiction.   

Therefore, there are only six (6) identified exceptions in the United States. 
This figure is miniscule when compared to the Philippine Supreme Court’s thirty-
three (33) exceptions, excluding the ones in cases which have very particular 
factual milieus and thus, could not be expressly classified under previous 
enumerations.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
167 Lockwood, supra note 65, at 739-744; Gene Duncan, Primary Jurisdiction and Exhaustion of Administrative 

Remedies, 16 WYO. L.J. 290 (1962); Michael Botein, Primary Jurisdiction: The Need for Better Court/Agency Interaction, 
29 RUTGERS L. REV. 867 (1975-1976).  
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VI. THE SIDE EFFECTS: CONSEQUENCES OF WEAKENED DOCTRINES 
 

With the present number, scope and extent of identified exceptions, the 
Court has been consistent in injecting judicial discretion in this area of law. It 
created the rules; thus, it could also very well recognize exceptions thereto. But 
what could be the implications?  
 
Foregoing the benefits  

Whenever a court acquires jurisdiction over a case and rules on it, without 
first referring it to the agency concerned or without giving the parties the 
opportunity to exhaust all the administrative remedies available to them, it 
sacrifices the benefits behind these doctrines.168  

With an emphasis on betraying the intent of developing and nurturing 
prosperity (national economy, although indirectly, plus judicial economy and 
administrative economy), the benefits are arguably defeated by a constant non-
utilization of specialized agencies through the creation of numerous exceptions. 

Specifically, as examined in Part IV, these are: (1) use of administrative 
expertness, (2) comparative edge in interpretation and uniformity in application 
of its regulations, (3) prompt resolution of cases, (4) flexibility of procedures, (5) 
separation of powers, (6) comity and respect for the other branches of 
government, (7) convenience of parties, (8) orderly procedure set out by law, (9) 
accurate determination of facts, (10) efficiency in the administrative process, (11) 
lower costs for complainants, (12) greater ease of self-representation, (13) 
promotion of proper relationships between agencies and courts, and (14) 
institutional development.169  

The court may justify its non-observance with countervailing causes. It 
may reason out that an exception properly applies to a particular case, given the 
latter’s facts and merits. However, the benefits behind the doctrines are so 
essential that the trade-off or compromise should not be made carelessly.170  

The rationale, objectives and advantages sought to be promoted by the 
twin doctrines171 are similar. These are considered in framing the proposal in Part 
VII.   

 
168 Gelpe, supra note 97. 
169 See supra Part IV.  
170 Gelpe, supra note 97, at 25. 
171 Such as deference to administrative decision-making. See supra Parts IV and V.  
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Inconsistency and unpredictability  
Perceived adverse effects and negative notions on the Court’s 

rationalization and attitude are produced when it creates a lengthy and tedious 
line of exceptions to the long-standing postulates in administrative law.   

Going back, the Court has consistently announced its commitment to 
recognize the demands in an ever-changing modern society172 and the 
consequent need of specialized discretion in administering the laws;173 to liberally 
permit valid delegations of powers;174 to apply the doctrine of primary 
jurisdiction to cases involving matters that require special competence175 and the 
doctrine of exhaustion by withholding judicial action until the administrative 
process has been completed.176 More so, case law even reveals that this has been 
a “jurisprudential trend.”177 Yet the Court appears to directly contradict itself, 
deviating farther and farther away from that trend. Certainly, these 
inconsistencies betray the lack of a clear judicial philosophy on the matter.   

Courts also go beyond recognizing the created – albeit so ambiguous – 
exceptions and weigh various considerations relevant to the case at hand.178 What 
the courts do is an application of the doctrine on a case-to-case basis. Judges use 
discretion to evaluate circumstances and balance the differing interests of the 
parties. And this creates problems.  

It is observed that this leads to inconsistent treatment of similar cases by 
the court.179 The assessment process causes much of the confusion and 
unpredictability.180 It is altogether too obvious to say that by so doing, the 
decision of the court is extremely case-specific because it generally turns on the 
“nature of the claim presented and the characteristics of the particular 
administrative procedure provided.”181 The effect is general inconclusiveness of 
outcome in traditional cases with questions on primary jurisdiction and non-

 
172 Pangasinan Transportation, 70 Phil. 221. 
173 Calalang v. Williams, G.R. No. 47800, 70 Phil. 726, Dec. 2, 1940. 
174 See Edu, 146 Phil. 469-489; People v. Rosenthal, G.R. Nos. 46076 & 46077, 68 Phil. 328, June 12, 

1939.  
175 Industrial Enterprises, Inc. v. Court of Appeals, G.R. No. 88550, 184 SCRA 426, 18 Apr. 1990. 
176 Abe-Abe v. Manta, G.R. No. L-4827, 179 Phil. 417, May 31, 1979.  
177 Villaflor v. CA, G.R. No. 95694, 280 SCRA 297, 327, Oct. 09, 1997.  
178 Id. 
179 Gelpe, supra note 97, at 26-27, citing KENNETH DAVIS, ADMINISTRATIVE LAW TREATISE § 26:1, 414 

(2d ed. 1983). See also McCarthy v. Madigan, 503 U.S. 140 (1992), where the U.S. Supreme Court used the 
“balancing of interests” test.   

180 Gail McIntyre, Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies: Exceptions and Predictability, 66 U. DET. L. REV. 
239, 242 (1989). 

181 McCarthy v. Madigan, 503 U.S. 140 (1992), at 146.  
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exhaustion of remedies. What the court may have decided in old cases, as in the 
1900s through the 1960s,182 may not be true today.  

Because of the lack of legal certainty and cohesion, parties cannot 
accurately predict court action. Some parties who would be entitled to a judicial 
resolution may not immediately seek judicial relief; while those who would be 
required to exhaust the remedies at the administrative level may decide to go 
directly to courts hoping that the courts will apply an exception. This may just 
result in the waste of time and resources for all parties in pointlessly litigating the 
issues.  

When a court and an agency do not reach the same result, like cases will 
also be treated differently.183 As much as the court is composed of and presided 
by a unique judge or a set of individual justices, an administrative tribunal is also 
run and headed by an executive official. Each has his or her own temperament, 
personal impulses, views, values, and lifelong experiences.184 At most times, the 
executive official has no background and knowledge of basic judicial doctrines 
and law, apart from that law he or she is tasked to execute. This is besides the 
fact that agencies operate largely according to their own internal procedures 
under the general umbrella of the executive branch.185 Therefore, a high risk of 
conflicting opinions between the agency and the court is created. 

 
Uncertainty of standards, judicial instability, and lesser confidence in courts 

It is a very desirable and equally vital judicial practice that when a court 
has laid down a principle of law or a doctrine of general application, it will adhere 
to that principle and apply it to all future cases in which the facts are substantially 
the same 186 as encapsulated in the principle of stare decisis et non quieta movere.187 It 

 
182 See, e.g. Valenton v. Murciano, G.R. No. 1413, 3 Phil. 537, Mar. 30, 1904; Roura v. The Insular 

Government, G.R. No. L-2646, 8 Phil. 214, July 25, 1907; Yam Ka Lim v. Insular Collector of Customs, G.R. 
No. 9906, 30 Phil. 46, Mar. 5, 1915; Municipal Council of Masantol v. Guevarra, G.R. No. 20088, 44 Phil. 580, 
Mar. 5, 1923; M.P. Trans. Co., Inc. v. Public Service Commission, G.R. No. 40637, 59 Phil. 173, Dec. 20, 1933; 
Ang Tuan Kai & Co. v. Import Control Commission, G.R. No. L-4427, 91 Phil. 143, Apr. 21, 1952; Coloso v. 
BOA, G.R. No. L-5750, 92 Phil. 938, Apr. 20, 1953; Madriñan v. Sinco, G.R. No. L-14559, 110 Phil. 160, Nov. 
29, 1960; Lovina v. Moreno, G.R. No. L-17821, 118 Phil. 1401, Nov. 29, 1963; Manuel v. Jimenez, G.R. No. L-
22058, 123 Phil. 913, May 17, 1966; Southwest Agricultural Marketing Corp. v. Secretary of Finance, G.R. No. 
L-24797, 134 Phil. 442, Oct. 8, 1968.  

183 Gelpe, supra note 97, at 26. 
184 Timothy Capurso, How Judges Judge: Theories on Judicial Decision Making, 29.1 BALT. L.F. 7 (1998). 
185 See CONST. art. VII, § 17; See also Charles Koch Jr., James Landis: The Administrative Process, 48 ADMIN. 

L. REV. 419 (1996). 
186 Chinese Young Men's Christian Association of the Philippine Islands v. Remington Steel 

Corporation, G.R. No. 159422, 550 SCRA 180, Mar. 28, 2008.  
187 A latin maxim which means “stand by the decisions and disturb not what is settled.” 
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is a basic principle of justice188 that absent any strong opposing considerations, 
“like cases ought to be decided alike.”189 The creation and accumulation of 
exceptions subsequent to the judiciary’s avowal of fidelity to the general 
principles – individually, time after time – does not only disturb the previously-
fixed foundation of the doctrines, but also invites questions on certainty of 
applicable standards, stability of judicial decisions, and the parties’ reliance on 
courts.  

These inconsistencies weaken the value of legal precedents.190 Although 
what is involved here is not a complete overruling of precedents, a modification 
thereto by inserting additional immunities from the doctrines’ operation greatly 
influences the outcome of a case. As a consequence, the public’s confidence in 
the stability of these solemn pronouncements is diminished.191 Precedents’ 
practical authority is then threatened to be trampled upon.  

The principle of adherence to case precedents, it is worth emphasizing, 
has not yet lost its luster and continues to guide the bench.192 The Court itself 
even made the following statement, viz:  

“If a group of cases involves the same point, the parties expect the same 
decision. It would be a gross injustice to decide alternate cases on 
opposite principle. […] Adherence to precedent must then be the rule rather than 
the exception if litigants are to have faith in the evenhanded administration of justice 
in the courts.”193  

It is accepted in our system that the court regularly deviates from past 
practice where it deems that a case is warranted by the purpose of the party or 
by a higher epitome of public interest. This variable approach nonetheless 
impairs the normative force of the rule being applied.194 This is most especially 
true when the doctrine is court-created, with no well-defined scope and 
limitations in our local statutes. Such differing, often deficient on one end and 
excessively complicated on the other, interpretations of the legal framework 

 
188 See Grant Lamond, Precedent and Analogy in Legal Reasoning, The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy 

(Spring 2016 ed.)  
189 Lazatin v. Desierto, G.R. No. 147097, 588 SCRA 285, June 5, 2009.  
190 A legal precedent is a principle established in a previous case that is either binding on or persuasive for 

a court or quasi-judicial body when deciding subsequent cases (University of the East v. Masangkay, G.R. No. 
226727, Apr. 25, 2018.)  

191 Pepsi-Cola Products, Phil., Inc. v. Pagdanganan, G.R. No. 167866, 504 SCRA 549, 564, Oct. 12, 
2006.  

192 Umali v. JBC, G.R. No. 228628, 814 Phil. 253, July 25, 2017.   
193 Tala Realty Services Corp., Inc. v. Banco Filipino Savings & Mortgage Bank, G.R. No. 181369, June 

22, 2016, citing BENJAMIN CARDOZO, THE NATURE OF THE JUDICIAL PROCESS 33-34 (1921).  
194 Gabrielle Mcintyre, The impact of a lack of consistency and coherence, Questions of Int’l Law, Mar. 31, 2020, 

available at http://www.qil-qdi.org.  
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harm the court’s legitimacy as a judicial institution and open the door to both 
actual and perceived judicial arbitrariness.195   
 

Added burden to the courts’ decision-making process 
Initial scrutiny reveals that the exceptions to the doctrines of primary 

jurisdiction and exhaustion are not clearly defined. Reasons such as “exhaustion 
will only be oppressive,” “great and irreparable damage cannot be prevented,” 
“grave doubt as to the availability of the administrative remedy,” or 
“circumstances indicating urgency of judicial intervention” are vague. Most of 
the time, the Supreme Court does not explain with clarity what these terms mean; 
or when it does, only a narrow interpretation is provided196 allowing lower courts 
to easily bypass the doctrine without addressing the underlying policies the 
doctrine intends to promote.197  

There is no mathematical formula that could quantify how oppressive is 
“oppressive” nor how urgent is “urgent” in those exceptions. Unfortunately, this 
burdens the court with an additional job of conducting an extensive analysis of 
the facts198 for the sole purpose of ascertaining whether an exception applies.  

 
Undermining the agencies’ authority 

Arguably called the “fourth department,” administrative agencies are the 
exact realms sought to be protected by the two doctrines. They are separate and 
distinct entities vested with powers in which our courts should not interfere. So, 
when the judiciary steps into actions that should appropriately be resolved via 
administrative means, the agency’s interpretative authority is undercut199 and its 
autonomy is diminished. This decreased authority may not channel “high-quality, 
aggressive argumentation to agency proceedings”200 and may even deter the 
agency from taking responsibility for resolving issues and improving its 
procedures.201 The effect is more deleterious when the agency has full 
discretionary power in the exercise of its critical regulatory role.  

 
195 Id.  
196 Bangus Fry Fisherfolk v. Lanzanas, G.R. No. 131442, 453 Phil. 479, July 10, 2003, as cited by Elizabeth 

Ristroph, The Role of Philippine Courts in Establishing the Environmental Rule of Law, 42 ENVTL. L. REP. News & 
Analysis 10866 (2012). 

197 Donnellan, supra note 102.  
198 Gelpe, supra note 97, at 26. 
199 Chevron US.A. Inc v NRDC 467 US 837, 843-844 (1984) re-asserting the “principle of deference to 

administrative interpretations.”See also McKart v. United States., 395 U.S. 185, 193 (1969). 
200 Santaguida, supra note 57, at 1526.  
201 Id. 
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Frequent flouting of administrative processes could weaken the power of 
the agency by discouraging parties to follow its procedures.202 Court-developed 
exceptions and continuous deviations from the rules may only unlock the 
floodgate of disrespect and loss of public faith on a segment of the government 
supposedly better equipped than courts by knowledge, training, experience, and 
specialization.   
 
Negative impact on the Rule of Law 

The doctrines of primary jurisdiction and exhaustion of administrative 
remedies are not only guides, but they are rules of action. In a larger scheme of 
things, the rule of law, as an important dimension of good governance,203 is 
promoted when the court consistently upholds deference and courtesy in favor 
of agencies. Legal stability and predictability are a fundamental part of the rule 
of law; without these, people have difficulty managing their affairs efficiently and 
effectively.204 Courts’ adherence to case precedents, together with the informal 
norm of stare decisis, furthers legal stability and predictability.205  

When courts produce inconsistent decisions, practice judicial alterations 
of precedents, or treat the doctrines as an exercise of judicial discretion, 
unintentional consequences are produced. Citizens will be confused as to where 
to litigate, what to argue, or how to proceed their claims. Judicial and 
administrative efficiency and agency autonomy will be destroyed. Ultimately, 
confidence on courts may be diminished. However, one should not be closed-
minded when confronted with the issue on judicial stability. Generally, 
occasional departures from precedent are justified when they permit judges to 
alter unsound, unjust or unreasonable doctrines that are “no longer consistent 
with prevailing social or economic conditions, even in the absence of legislative 
intervention.”206 This is particularly true when the philosophy of governance is 
to safeguard freedoms and nurture progress. But emphasis should be put on the 
word “occasional.” 

 
202 McKart v. U.S., 395 U.S. 185, 193 (1969), as cited in Kreutzer & Morrissey, supra note 96.  
203 Chhanda Mandal and Anita Chattopadhyay Gupta, Dimensions of Good Governance: An Empirical Study, 

HANDBOOK OF RESEARCH ON GLOBALIZATION, INVESTMENT, AND GROWTH-IMPLICATIONS OF CONFIDENCE 
AND GOVERNANCE (2015). 

204 Stefanie Lindquist and Frank Cross, Stability, Predictability and the Rule of Law: Stare Decisis as Reciprocity 
Norm, Rule of Law Conference, University of Texas School of Law (2010), available at 
https://law.utexas.edu/conferences/measuring/The%20Papers/Rule%20of%20Law%20Conference.crosslind
quist.pdf (last visited Apr. 26, 2021), citing William Eskridge, Jr. and Frickey Philip, Hart and Sack’s The Legal Process: 
Basic Problems in the Making and Application of Law (1994 ed.).  

205 Id. 
206 Id. at 4; BENJAMIN CARDOZO, THE NATURE OF THE JUDICIAL PROCESS (1921).  
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Exceptions, no matter how many they are, nor how far-reaching their 
scope and extent are, must always remain exceptions to the rules. Not the other 
way around. The authority of the twin doctrines and the place where they reside 
in the administrative law context shall be preserved – that they are the general rules. 
Unfortunately, the current condition suggests that “exceptions” has evolved to 
become a magic word to easily invoke when violating the primordial policy of 
compliance with the rule as permitting a straight route to the courts. 

It is now difficult to predict future court actions. The system is becoming 
less rule-bound with a high presence of judicial discretion. The present practice of 
implanting discretion into court decisions may even be regarded as a subtle 
judicial attempt to legislate.207 
 
The good one: Avoiding agencies’ arbitrary actions  

A side effect can, theoretically, be positive.208  
One good side effect of the exceptions’ injection to the doctrines’ 

operation is that the capricious attitude and indiscriminate judgments of agencies 
may be prevented. 

The rise of the number of agencies heightens the probability that 
administrative discretion may easily be abused, especially when the rules of 
primary jurisdiction and exhaustion of remedies are always required. Agencies 
are vested with the power and responsibility to interpret guidelines consistently 
in order to avoid arbitrary results that lack fairness and fail to indicate any course 
of reasoning.209 Thus, as a wholesome side of it, direct resort to courts can be 
seen as an effective judicial ability to constrain these administrative agencies.210  

With judicial review being always available, the courts’ lenient application 
of the rules may be regarded as tools intended to limit the exercise of illegal, 
whimsical or unreasonable administrative decisions. American jurisprudence 
reminds us that: “Regardless of the admirable purpose for which these agencies 
are usually established, it is a matter of frequent complaint and common 
knowledge that the agencies at times act arbitrarily, or capriciously and unintentionally ignore 

 
207 Kenneth Hoffman, The Doctrine of Primary Jurisdiction Misconceived: End to Common Law Environmental 

Protection, 2 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 491 (1974). 
208 Yvette Brazier, All about side effects, MEDICAL NEWS TODAY, Mar. 31, 2017, at 

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/196135 (last visited Apr. 26, 2021). 
209 ACT-UP Triangle v. Comm’n for Health Servs., 483 S.E.2d 388, 393, 345 N.C. 699 (N.C. 1997). 
210 See also Daniel Schuckers & Kyle Applegate, The Rise of Pennsylvania's Administrative Agencies and 

Legislative and Judicial Attempts to Constrain Them, 81 PA. B. ASS’N Q. 124 , 131, 135, 137-138 (2010). 
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or violate rights which are ordained or guaranteed by the […] constitution, or 
established by law.”211 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
211 Keystone Raceway Cop. v. State Harness Racing Commission, 173 A.2d 97,99 (Pa. 1961) (Emphasis 

supplied.) 
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VII. 3-STEP ANALYSIS: PROPOSAL ON HOW TO APPLY THE DOCTRINES 
 

 “[A] stable judiciary and a firmly 
established rule-of-law system are 
necessary means to achieve liberty 
and prosperity.” 

 – Former Chief Justice 
Artemio Panganiban212 

 
There is no “fixed formula” governing the application of the doctrines.213 
However, courts traditionally evaluate factors such as: whether the issue is a 
question within an agency’s field of expertise,214 whether the issue is particularly 
within the agency’s discretion,215 whether there is a substantial risk of 
inconsistent rulings,216 whether a prior application to the appropriate agency has 
been made,217 whether an exception does not apply,218 and whether the party 
seeking for judicial relief does not overcome the burden of proving an 
exception.219 
 
Overview of the test 

 
212 Artemio Panganiban, Safeguarding the Liberty and Nurturing the Prosperity of the Peoples of the World, 

Keynote Address delivered at the Global Forum on Liberty and Prosperity, Shangri-La Makati Hotel, Metro 
Manila, Philippines (Oct. 18, 2006).  

213 See also McIntyre, supra note 180. McIntyre suggests that when faced with an issue of whether 
exhaustion of administrative remedies will be required, there are multiple issues to be considered:   

1. Is there a statutory or regulatory exhaustion requirement?  
2. Are there factual issues in dispute?  
3. Are there technical issues requiring agency expertise? 
4. Does the agency have the authority to grant the relief sought?  
5. What will be the cost to the claimant of delay in resolution of his claim?  
6. Has the agency sought judicial review or moved for summary judgment?  
7. Has the agency taken a final position on the issue?  
8. Is this a constitutional or legal issue collateral to substantive rights under the enabling statute?” 

214 See, e.g., U.S. v. W. Pac. R.R. Co., 352 U.S. 59, 62–63 (1956); Raritan Baykeeper v. NL Indus., Inc., 
660 F.3d 686, 691 (3d Cir. 2011); Town of New Windsor v. Avery Dennison Corp., No. 10 CV 8611, 2012 WL 
67791 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 1, 2012). See also Lockwood, supra note 65. 

215 Id.  
216 Id. 
217 Id.  
218 See Gelpe, supra note 97. 
219 Id. 
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To address the problems associated with the weakened doctrines of 
primary jurisdiction and exhaustion of administrative remedies, the author 
proposes a 3-step analysis, as follows: 

Step 1. Whether or not the reasons for the existence and application of 
the doctrines are present.220 (Rational basis requisite) 

Step 2. Whether or not the purposes they serve will be aided by their 
application in the particular litigation.221 (Purpose requisite) 

Step 3. Whether or not the individual interest surpasses the competing 
policy behind the rule.222 (Balancing of interests test) 

The analysis is primarily intended for courts, when a question on 
administrative exhaustion or primary jurisdiction is raised before them. 
Nonetheless, this is also equally useful for other stakeholders, such as 
government agencies, litigating parties and other practicing lawyers for devising 
an effective strategy in building and defending their case; the legislative branch 
to enact good laws that will not disrupt progress nor create muddle in the current 
legal system; and for the executive branch to know its extent of accountability 
and limits of powers, among others.   

 

Step 1: Rational basis requisite 

The first step is to determine the existence of the applicability of the doctrine. The 
requisites for the application of the doctrine of primary jurisdiction are as 
follows: (1) the administrative agency is performing a quasi-judicial function; (2) 
the administrative body and regular court have concurrent and original 
jurisdiction; and (3) the issue to be resolved requires expertise of administrative 
agency. Likewise, the requisites of the doctrine of exhaustion are: (1) the 
administrative agency is performing a quasi-judicial function,; (2) judicial review 
is available; and (3) the court acts in its appellate jurisdiction. Without the 
presence of all these pre-conditions, the doctrine will not start to operate.   

 
220 United States v. W. Pac. Ry. Co., 352 U.S. 59, 64 (1956); See generally Louis Jaffe, The Exhaustion of 

Administrative Remedies, 12 BUFF. L. REV. 327 (1963) where Jaffe expounded on the proper application of judicial 
doctrine of exhaustion by identifying the reasons for the rule, then the basic conditions for its operation.  

221 United States v. W. Pac. Ry. Co., 352 US 59, 64 (1956). 
222 McCarthy v. Madigan, 503 U.S. 140, 145 (1992).  
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In other words, Step 1 rejects at the earliest opportunity those instances 
that are not considered as “true exceptions” to the general rule, for there is no 
general rule to speak of in the first place.   

If the answer to Step 1 is in the affirmative, courts must proceed to answer 
Step 2; if the answer is in the negative, courts must not apply the doctrine.  

Take the case of Smart Communications, Inc. v. NTC223 as an example. The 
subject matter of the petition was the issuance by the National 
Telecommunications Commission (NTC) of its two memorandums. The Court 
held that: “[t]he issuance […] was pursuant to [NTC’s] quasi-legislative or rule-
making power. As such, petitioners were justified in invoking the judicial power 
of the Regional Trial Court to assail the constitutionality and validity of the said 
issuances.”224 Here, the argument on non-compliance with the doctrine of 
exhaustion was rejected.  

Applying Step 1, the answer to the guide question of “whether or not the 
reasons for the existence and application of the doctrines are present” is No. The 
requisite that the agency is performing a quasi-judicial function is absent. Hence, 
direct resort to court was allowed.  

 

Step 2: Purpose requisite 

The second step is to identify the underlying purposes of the doctrine and examine 
if these will be realized through their application in the case. Administrative autonomy, 
judicial efficiency, and comity are just some of those fundamental principles that 
are served by the application of the doctrines. This can be done by the court in 
the preliminary examination of the case (on its face), without delving deeply into 
the merits and particulars of each argument.  

What this step actually does is that it filters in only those matters that 
necessitate the immediate attention of the courts. The higher and grander policies 
of the doctrines should be constantly prioritized and respected.  

If the answer to Step 2 is in the affirmative, even provisionally, courts 
should continue to Step 3; if the answer is in the negative, courts are obliged not 
to apply the doctrine.  

 
223 G.R. Nos. 151908 and 152063, 456 Phil. 145, Aug. 12, 2003. 
224 Id. 
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For example, purely legal questions225 do not serve the purpose of the 
doctrines. Use of administrative expertness is not needed to resolve these types 
of issues. Hence, courts should answer “No” in the second step, for there is no 
need for an administrative intervention.  

On the contrary, when the application of the doctrine will only cause great 
and irreparable damage,226 such a condition may still validly serve the doctrines’ 
purposes. Administrative expertness may still be utilized although damage will 
be caused to a party. Thus, courts should not immediately answer “No” but may 
provisionally answer “Yes” as this will still be subject to the last test. Note that, 
although avoidance of damage caused to a party is not a purpose of the doctrines, 
there may exist some things in the litigation of that case that may properly serve 
the doctrines’ purpose, such as promotion of judicial efficiency.  

 

Step 3: Balancing of interests test 

The third step is to determine the applicability of a judicial exception using balancing 
of interests test. This is the final step and is asked when the all the pre-conditions 
for the application of the doctrines are present (rational basis requisite) and the 
underlying purposes of the doctrines will be served (purpose requisite). 

Step 3 substantially adopts the American balancing of interest test, as first used 
in the case of McCarthy v. Madigan.227  

As set out in Step 2, if the court has identified a circumstance which may 
validly serve the doctrines’ purpose, then an additional test is to measure the 
degree of that circumstance as to its effects, importance, novelty, scope, values, 
or interests involved, all considered in the proper context. Therefore, if the 
damage is so great and irreparable (an example in Step 2) such that it constitutes 
the most justifiable cause or special circumstance, then the rules may be liberally 
applied.  

The truth is that not all citizens are similarly situated. Not all agencies have 
the same amount of time, resources, mechanisms and skills to efficiently solve 
disputes. The theory that a party must go through the administrative ladder 
before seeking the aid of the strong arm of equity in our judiciary, must give way to 

 
225 See No. 1 in the list of exceptions found in Part V.  
226 See No. 8 in the list of exceptions found in Part V. 
227 503 U.S. 140 (1992). See Part V for extensive discussion.  
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this reality.228 If this goes unnoticed or intently ignored, then it would prove to be 
a vital disaster to the aggrieved party.229  

 Accordingly, a helpful set of questions could be outlined:  

(1) Is the degree of the situation, condition, event, or circumstance so 
extreme and with the most persuasive reasons that it warrants an 
exception to the application of the doctrine? 

(2) Will an exception apply to the case because the litigant’s interests 
outweigh the government’s interests? 

This set of questions comprises the second layer of exceptions sought to 
be tested, after Step 2 (as Step 1 does not really deal with “true exceptions”). 
Courts are then required to determine the factual milieu of the case. The 
determination of degree is crucial because only those cases with the most persuasive 
and meritorious exceptional circumstances should find their way to the court’s dockets; 
otherwise, such matters will be dismissed and referred to the competent agency. 

If the answer to both sub-questions above is “Yes”, then the court is also 
essentially answering “Yes” to Step 3 question. It must therefore not apply the 
doctrine; an exception appropriately applies. Conversely, a “No” answer to either 
of the two sub-questions gives a “No” answer to Step 3 question. The court is then 
required to apply the doctrine; an exception does not appropriately apply. 

For example, in Cipriano v. Marcelino,230 the Court held that it would be 
oppressive and patently unreasonable if the rule on exhaustion is strictly followed 
and the petitioner-claimant is required to appeal all the way to the President for 
the collection of a meager amount of P949. The Court rejected the government’s 
argument on petitioner’s non-compliance with the rule on claims and her 
outstanding liability due to it. Thus: “by the time [petitioner’s] appeal shall have 
been decided by the President, the amount of much more than P949 would in 
all likelihood have been spent.”231 

Applying Step 3, a similar conclusion would also be achieved, viz: (1) 
“Yes,” the degree of the situation is so extreme and with the most persuasive 
reasons and (2) “Yes,” an exception will properly apply to this case because 
petitioner’s interests (being the breadwinner of the family earning small income) 

 
228 De Leon vs. Libay, 60 O.G. 7599.  
229 Id.  
230 G.R. No. L-27793, 150 Phil. 336, Feb. 28, 1972.  
231 Id.  
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outweigh the government’s interests (non-compliance of internal procedure and 
existing monetary liability). 

On the whole, without profusely forfeiting their value and utility, this 
process of analyzing gives way to the application of each doctrine to enter the 
realms of judicial scrutiny that is practical, logical and tailored to fit the 
peculiarities of the administrative system created by the legislature.  

The 3-step analysis is intended to protect the twin doctrines by (1) cleaning 
up the cases that must not be within the agencies’ jurisdiction, (2) determining 
whether a particular case advances the underlying purposes of the doctrines and, 
finally, (3) balancing the competing interests between the state and the litigant. 
Exceptions, therefore, are filtered layer by layer. 

To summarize the proposed 3-step analysis, the following figure serves as 
a useful guide:  
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FIGURE 1. Proposed 3-Step Analysis 
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CONCLUSION 
 
“With the rise of regulation, the 
need for expertness became 
dominant; for the art of regulating 
an industry requires knowledge of 
the details of its operation, ability 
to shift requirements as the 
condition of the industry may 
dictate, the pursuit of energetic 
measures upon the appearance of 
an emergency, and the power 
through enforcement to realize 
conclusions as to policy.” 

– James Landis232 
 

Administrative agencies, that “expert” branch, were conferred with 
fundamental governmental powers. And for a long period of time, the Supreme 
Court, as the apex of judicial authority, has created the two doctrines of primary 
jurisdiction and exhaustion of administrative remedies propelled by the same 
rationale of upholding judicial restraint and administrative autonomy. 

Consistently, it declared an inclination to refer administrative cases to 
agencies, a judicial philosophy with pragmatic and institutional advantages. This 
inclination, it has averred, gave agencies the opportunity to correct themselves 
and create opportunities for them to apply principles the judiciary has laid down, 
among others.  

However, over time, the Court has carved out exceptions from these 
doctrines. This paper has listed thirty-three (33) – and growing – exceptions, 
excluding some pronouncements not explicitly and clearly classifiable. With the 
number alone, even without regard to the scope and extent of these judicially-
crafted immunities, the Court is going down the slippery slope of instability, 
explicitly negating itself, and making its earlier commitment to its philosophy fib, 
and to its promise empty.  

As examined in this Paper, consequences of the weakened doctrines are 
substantially adverse to judicial and administrative economy, and legal stability 

 
232 JAMES LANDIS, THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS 6, 14 (1938).  
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and predictability. The Court’s current practice of repeatedly adding new 
exceptions to these long-standing canons do not augur well for these objectives. 
More importantly, they do not serve the purpose of developing our 
administrative institutions, which is aided when their autonomies are 
acknowledged, respected and protected.  

The author attempts to develop a possible solution to remedy this 
concern. A 3-step analysis is proposed which guides the courts when the issue 
on application of, and exception to, primary jurisdiction or exhaustion of 
administrative remedies is raised before them. This test absolutely respects the 
power of the Courts to decide on cases and to shape jurisprudence; but it 
balances this with the need to uphold the policy of utilizing administrative 
expertise, efficiency and economy. As a result, rules would be certain. 
Exemptions would become simple. Legal bounds would become definite. And 
decision-making would become easier.  

With this test, courts are then guided to exert conscious thoughts and 
efforts to nurture progress,233 albeit indirectly, under firm principles and 
consistent, uniform, predictable judicial decisions – hereby assuming the sublime 
role of a stable judiciary.   
 

- o0o - 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
233 See also Address delivered by Artemio Panganiban, Safeguard Liberty, Conquer Poverty, Share Prosperity 

(Part Three – for the Business Community), 4th INTEGRITY SUMMIT, Dusit Thane Hotel, Makati City (Sept. 19, 
2014): “While safeguarding liberty is a traditional and fairly common task for the judiciary, the nurturing of 
prosperity may not be too familiar to the courts. Some jurisdictions may even take the view that the judiciary need not exert 
conscious thought and effort to nurture progress.” 
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